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Observations of Ozone Depletion Associated With 
Solar Proton Events 
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Data from the backscattered ultraviolet instrument (BUV) on Nimbus 4 show depletion of ozone 
following solar proton events in January and September 1971 and in August 1972. The direct effect of 
high energy protons on the B UV instrument was determined by comparing nighttime B UV counting 
rates with particle data from IMP 6. The instrumental effects were then subtracted to allow accurate 
calculation of ozone profiles during the three events. The solar proton event of August 1972 was very 
large and produced an ozone depletion of 15% at 42 km that persisted for almost 30 days. This long 
recovery time indicates that NOx was produced in a quantity sufficient to alter the ozone chemistry. 
The two proton events in 1971 were of moderate size but produced ozone depletions of 10-30% at 50 
km with a 36-hour recovery time. The rapid recovery is consistent with the assumption that HOx was 
responsible for altering the ozone chemistry, but the magnitude of the observed depletion exceeds that 
predicted by our chemical models. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The chemistry of the upper stratosphere is imperfectly 
understood because of the large number of possible reac- 
tions and uncertainties in the concentrations and reaction 

rates of the various species. We can gain valuable insight 
into the chemistry by observing the response of ozone to 
changes in individual species. Gradual changes, such as 
those caused by the introduction of chlorofluoromethanes, 
are di•cult to distinguish from the normal background 
variability and require accurate long-term monitoring pro- 
grams for accuracy. But during a solar proton event NOx (N, 
NO, and NO2) and HOx(H, OH, and HO2) are produced very 
rapidly (during the hours of the event itself) and in a limited 
area of the globe (above about 60 ø geomagnetic latitudes), 
and this signature makes the resulting changes in ozone 
relatively easy to identify. SPEs (solar proton events) there- 
fore act as natural 'experiments' that can be used to check 
elements of the stratospheric chemistry problem. 

The first measurement of changes in ozone resulting from 
SPEs was reported by Weeks et al. [1972]. Rockets fired 
during and after the November 2, 1969, SPE showed a large 
decrease in ozone even at 52 km, the lowest altitude ob- 
served. The atmospheric chemistry required to explain such 
a depletion was developed by Swider and Keneshea [1973] 
and further revised by Frederick [1976] and Swider et al. 
[1978]. Heath et al. [1977] reported an observation by the 
backscattered ultraviolet instrument (BUV) on the Nimbus 4 
satellite of an ozone decrease following the very large SPEs 
of AUgust 1972. Crutzen et al. [1975] had earlier predicted 
that NO produced by SPEs could catalytically destroy 
significant amounts of ozone. Recently, Borucki et al. 
[1978], Fabian et al. [1979], Reagan et al. [1981], Solomon 
and Crutzen [1981], and Rusch et al. [1981] have worked on 
modeling various aspects of the August 1972 SPEs. 

In this paper we reanalyze the August 1972 SPEs, using 
the reprocessed BUV data set, and report our analysis of 
two smaller SPEs in January and September 1971. The 
ozone data from Nimbus 4 BUV have been reprocessed and 
are now available from the National Space Science Data 
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Center at the Goddard Space Flight Center. Instrument 
errors were corrected; the calibration was much better 
maintained; and the inversion algorithm now uses a better 
first guess, more wavelengths, and a multiple scattering 
correction. The results for the August 1972 SPEs confirm the 
ozone decrease reported by Heath et al. [!977], differing 
only in detail. The SPEs in 1971 were similar in magnitude to 
the 1969 SPE observed by Weeks et al. [1972] and, our 
analysis shows, produce ozone depletion near the strato- 
pause of similar magnitude. In the next three sections we 
present details of our analysis of the satellite data show. ing 
ozone depletion associated with SPEs, and in the final 
sections we give a theoretical analysis of the atmospheric 
chemistry during these SPEs. 

2. INSTRUMENT EFFECTS AND RADIANCE CORRECTION 

During an SPE, protons penetrate the satellite and photo- 
multiplier tubes to produce a wavelength independent back- 
ground signal analogous to a dark current signal. If uncor- 
rected, this direct instrumental effect of protons can cause 
serious errors in the radiances measured at the profiling 
wavelengths (below 300 nm). To establish the existence of 
ozone depletion during an SPE we must accurately correct 
our radiances for contamination. 

Fortunately, we have a way to predict the effect of 
particles on the instrument. In 1970 and 1971 the instrument 
was operated in the pulse counting mode for the night half of 
each orbit, so we have direct measurements of the effect of 
protons on the instrument during the 1971 SPEs. Before an 
event, the pulse counter at night shows from 2000 counts per 
second (cps) in most regions to 10,000 cps in the electron 
horn region near 60 ø geomagnetic latitude. For comparison, 
the radiance at 273.5 nm near 80 ø solar zenith angle is 
equivalent to 550,000 cps. During an SPE, we observe 
normal counting rates up to 55 ø geomagnetic latitude, a steep 
gradient, then a relatively constant counting rate above 60 ø 
geomagnetic latitude over the polar cap to the terminator. 
The variance of the counting rate over the polar cap is about 
10% at high flux levels (> 100,000 cps) increasing to 20% at 
low flux levels (<20,000 cps). No trend of counting rate with 
position over the polar cap is clear in either the January or 
September SPE. 

To obtain a better interpolation of counting rate versus 
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Fig. 1. A comparison of the proton flux measured by IMP-6 
(extrapolated to E > 72 MeV) with nighttime counting rates (E) 
measured by BUV above 58 ø geomagnetic latitude in northern and 
southern hemispheres. 

time during the 1971 SPEs and to predict the instrument 
contamination during the August 1972 SPEs when BUV no 
longer operated at night, we compared the BUV derived 
counting rates with the proton flux measured by IMP 6 
(Explorer 43). IMP measures integral fluxes of protons for 
energies >60, >30, and >10 MeV. In seeking a direct 
relationship between IMP proton fluxes and B UV counting 
rates we are assuming first, that the solar proton flux outside 
the earth's magnetic field is directly related to that at 
Nimbus orbital altitude (1100 km) at latitudes above 60 ø 
geomagnetic and, second, that the B UV photomultiplier in 
this domain responds to protons only of energy greater than 
some limit. 

In Figures 1 and 2 we show that a simple multiplicative 
constant can be found to relate IMP and B UV. If we assume 

be about 15% higher than the southern. The axial tilt of the 
earth in January could be expected to favor slightly the 
acceptance of particles into the northern polar region. 

The accuracy with which we can correct the measured 
radiances for particle contamination depends on the accura- 
cy to which the contamination is known and the size of the 
signal due to particles relative to the size of the signal due to 
backscattered sunlight. In the January and September 1971 
SPEs, the peak contribution due to particles equals the 
signal from backscattered sunlight; and at the peak of the 
first August t972 SPE the contamination is 30 times the 
expected radiance. Given the 10-20% uncertainty in the 
proton count rate, we should not attempt to correct ra- 
diances so heavily contaminated. Instead, we have set an 
upper limit of 200,000 cps for radiance correction. While the 
proton contamination is independent of wavelength, the 
backscattered radiance increases rapidly between 273.5 and 
305.8 nm (the shortest and longest wavelengths used for 
ozone profile retrievals) because of the decreasing ozone 
absorption coefficient. For large solar zenith angles a proton 
contamination level of 200,000 cps represents 50% of the 
backscattered radiance at 273.5 rim, 20% of the radiance at 
287.6 rim, and only 10% of the radiance at 297.5 rim. If there 
is a 20% uncertainty in our estimate of proton contamina- 
tion, the uncertainty in our corrected radiances at the same 
wavelengths will be only 10, 4.4, and 2%, respectively. 
These estimates should represent upper limits on the radi- 
ance uncertainty; at lesser proton flux levels or smaller 
zenith angles the percent radiance uncertainty should be 
proportionately less. 

3. OBSERVED OZONE D•PL•XION IN 1971 SPEs 

In Figures 3 and 4 we show the ozone depletion deduced 
from the BUV measurements for the moderate SPEs of 

January 25, 1971, and September 2, 1971. The radiances for 
each scan were corrected for an instantaneous proton flux 
level derived from Figures 1 and 2. Here the IMP 6 proton 

that only protons of energy >72 MeV penetrate the BUV 1øøf satellite to the photomultiplier tube, we find that a single 

multiplicative factor, 5550 (counts s-1)/(protons cm -:• s-' f /• ,M•'-S - sr-•), relates IMP fluxes to BUV nighttime counting rates , 
for both the January and the September 1971 SPEs. The ø 5-•s0 
energy spectra of the two events were quite different. At 10 
and 30 MeV, the January SPE was much larger than the .•, 
September SPE, but at 60 MeV the two events were almost 
equal. The result is that if we assume a B UV cutoff energy 
other than about 72 MeV, we find substantially different x• 10 
multiplicative factors for the two events. Moreover, because 
high energy protons arrive sooner than low energy protons, 
we must assume 72 MeV protons to match the time history 
of the September SPE as measured by BUV (Figure 2). 
Thus, we have two compelling reasons for assuming a 72 
MeV cutoff. In extrapolating the IMP measurements at 30 

MeV and 60 MeV to 72 MeV, we assume an exponential energy dependence. Energy spectra published by Reagan et 
al. [1981] show that this is not exactly true but indicate that 1 2 3 4 
the error in extrapolating only 12 MeV should be small. DAY- SEPTEMBER, 1971 

During the January SPE we happen to have BUV night- Fig. 2. A comparison of the proton flux measured by IMP-6 (E > 
time counting rates in both northern and southern hemi- 72 MeV)in September 1971 with nighttime counting rates measured 
spheres (Figure 1). The northern hemisphere rates appear to by BUV above 58 ø geomagnetic latitude in the southern hemisphere. 
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measurements are being used primarily for interpolation; the 
absolute level is controlled by the BUV nighttime measure- 
ments. The corrected radiances were then used to invert 

ozone profiles, which are shown in Figures 3 and 4 for three 
levels in the atmosphere: 0.5, 1, and 2 mbar, corresponding 
approximately to 56, 50, and 44 km, respectively. Points are 
plotted for each orbit of available data. Tests of the profile 
inversion algorithm indicate that accurate ozone profiles 
should be retrieved even during an SPE. A radical departure 
from the shape of the a priori profile could cause problems 
(for instance, if ozone were severely depleted in a 5-km layer 
only to produce a double peaked profile). But the profile 
shape changes predicted by theoretical computation should 
not cause problems. 

One problem in determining an ozone depletion is the 
normal ozone gradient with geodetic latitude that exists in 
the polar region. If we plot the data for constant geomagnetic 
latitude, large variations are seen depending on the geodetic 
latitude for a particular scan. We choose to plot data for 
constant geodetic latitude to minimize the gradient prob- 
lems. This is reasonable if the proton flux is uniform above 
60 ø geomagnetic latitude, as our nighttime data indicate, and 
if we do not use data below about 70 ø geodetic latitude. 

In Figure 3 we plot data at 75øS geodetic latitude for the 
January SPE for each orbit. The level of normal ozone and 
its uncertainty and variability are indicated by the preevent 
data. It is clear that an ozone depletion of much less than 
10% would be difi%ult to distinguish because of the variabili- 
ty and sparseness of the data. Ignoring the initial point of day 
25 for reasons that will be explained later, we see an ozone 
depletion of 20-30% at 1 mbar on day 25 decreasing to near 
zero by the end of the day. Even larger depletion is seen at 
0.5 mbar, but the results there are more susceptible to error. 
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Fig. 3. The ozone mass mixing ratio at three levels retrieved by 
using corrected radiances during the January 1971 SPE plotted 
below the IMP interpolated proton counting rate. The dotted curve 
represents a lower limit ozone depletion. The arrow marks the 
equivalent counting rate of the 273.5 nm radiance. Data at 75øS 
latitude. 
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Fig. 4. The ozone mass mixing ratio at three levels retrie•,,ed by 
using corrected radiances during the September 1971 SPE plotted 
below the IMP interpolated proton counting rate. Data from geodet- 
ic latitude band at 75øN to 80øN. 

At 2 mbar any ozone depletion is indistinguishable from 
preevent variability. The results shown in Figure 4 for the 
September SPE follow much the same pattern. 

The most serious obstacle to interpreting these observa- 
tions as real ozone depletion is the very high level of 'noise' 
in the radiances (and derived ozone) during the SPE. Before 
the January SPE, ozone at 1 mbar at 75øS latitude has a 4% 
variability because of random digitization errors and vail- 
ability of ozone with latitude and longitude. But during the 
SPE on day 25 hour 8 the 1 mbar ozone derived by using 
corrected radiances exhibits scan to scan variations along 
the orbital track of 20%. This variability decreases to about 
10% by the hour 12 orbit and to about 5% by hour 14. The 
nighttime measurements indicate a variability in the proton 
flux of about 10%, and this should translate into only a few 
percent variability in ozone even at hour 8. Part of the 
explanation is that the daylight readings, instead of being a 
1.8 s integrated readings, are an average of four short 
interval readings at each wavelength. The result is that the 
daytime readings have a higher statistical variability in the 
proton component of the signal than indicated by the night- 
time data. Also we cannot rule out the possibility that the 
proton flux itself is more variable on the dayside than on the 
nightside; we have explicitly assumed the day/night proton 
flux to be about the same. 

In view of the high variability and some uncertainty about 
our assumptions, can we be sure that we are seeing a real 
effect? If our estimates of the dayside proton count rate were 
in error by a factor of 2, the depletion we see could be 
explained as purely contamination. To disprove this possibil- 
ity, we have made an upper limit proton flux calculation. The 
255.5-nm channel, which is not used for profiling for other 
reasons, is most sensitive to proton contamination. We force 
the 255.5-nm radiance to equal its average preevent value 
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Fig. 5. The ozone mass mixing ratio at four levels during August 
1972 plotted below the IMP derived counting rates. The data are l- 
day zonal averages for a latitude band at 69øN to 77øN for geomag- 
netic latitudes greater than 62 ø . The dotted curve represents the 
'normal' ozone mixing ratio of August 1970. 

and attribute all the excess signal to protons. In doing this we 
are assuming that there is zero ozone depletion at the 
altitude of the 255.5-nm contribution function (about 56 km). 
If there actually is no ozone depletion, the proton counting 
rate so derived will be correct, and the true ozone profile will 
be inverted at all altitudes. If an ozone depletion does exist, 
we will erroneously attribute radiance change due to ozone 
depletion near 0.5 mbar to increased proton flux. A depletion 
will still be calculated in the 45- to 50-km region but 
underestimated by from 10 to 60%, depending on the ozone 
altitude dependence. This is possible because the proton 
contribution is a decreasing fraction of the total radiance at 
the longer wavelengths that penetrate further into the atmo- 
sphere and consequently have more backscattered radiation. 

This upper limit procedure for estimating the proton flux 
was used to calculate the dotted curves at 1 mbar in Figures 
3 and 4. In Figure 3 the first point on day 25 now shows zero 
depletion; we probably slightly missed the exact starting 
time of the SPE because the IMP-6 data are 1 hour averages, 
and there really was no ozone depletion at this time. But the 
remaining points on that day show about the same level of 
depletion, whether calculated by using IMP derived proton 
fluxes or by using the upper limit 255.5 nm proton flux. This 
is strong evidence that there was a real ozone depletion at 50 
km during the SPE of January 25, 1971. 

The results for the September SPE, on the other hand, are 
ambiguous. In Figure 4 the point at hour 6 on day 2 still 
shows a strong depletion, but the remaining points show no 
depletion. This is a lower limit depletion calculation, and 
such a result would be found if the ozone depletion increased 
rapidly between 50 and 55 km (1-0.5 mbar). But based on the 

results here, we cannot conclude with certainty that there 
was ozone depletion during the September 1, 1971, SPE. 

4. OBSERVED OZONE DEPLETION IN AUGUST 1972 

In Figures 5 and 6 we show details of the recalculated 
ozone depletion and recovery that followed the very large 
SPEs of August 4 and August 7, 1972, the depletion first 
reported by Heath et al. [1977]. In Figure 5 we plot the 
ozone mixing ratio as a function of time for four altitudes. 
Each point is a 1-day zonal average of about 12 individual 
scans. We see a sharp decrease in ozone during the SPEs 
that disappears as the proton flux returns to normal, much 
the same behavior as seen in the 1971 SPEs. But here a long- 
term depletion of ozone is seen that persists for almost a 
month after the SPEs have ended. The proton counting rates 
used to correct radiances during the 1972 SPEs are derived 
solely from IMP 6 measurements analyzed in the same way 
as IMP data for the 1971 SPEs. 

To estimate the long-term ozone depletion accurately, we 
must take into account normal seasonal behavior. In Figure 
5 the dotted curves show the normal seasonal trends deter- 

mined for the same time period in 1970, when data coverage 
was highest. There was very clearly an ozone depletion 
following the August 1972 SPEs that persisted for at least a 
month. A similar depletion is observed by B UV in the 
southern hemisphere, but the data are much more difficult to 
analyze. B UV does not retrieve profiles for solar zenith 
angles greater than 86 ø , and in the southern hemisphere in 
August this restricts us to latitudes less than 67 ø . Thus, only 
a limited amount of data is available. Moreover, ozone in the 
upper stratosphere is highly variable in the winter and 
exhibits a steep gradient with latitude [McPeters, 1980]. But 
when we compare a 1-week average of preevent data with a 
1-week average of data immediately after the SPE, we find a 
13% decrease at 2 mbar in the southern hemisphere. The 
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Fig. 6. The percentage ozone decrease versus pressure (altitude) 2 
weeks after the August 1972 SPEs, corrected for seasonal variation. 
For comparison recent theoretical results of Rusch et al. [1981] are 
shown. 
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Fig. 7. Ion pair production contours in (cm -3 s -1) for the January 1971 SPE. Time is given in day:hour (GMT). 

mass mixing ratio at 2 mbar before the SPE was 10.31 --_ 
0.64, while after the SPE it was 9.06 _+ 0.62, where we have 
given the 2or standard error. This is further evidence con- 
firming the observed ozone depletion to be caused by solar 
protons. 

5. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

Solar protons produce both NOx and HOx species. These 
NOx and HO• species have different lifetimes, but both 
induce ozone depletion through catalytic cycles. In the 
upper stratosphere the NO• lifetimes tend to be long (-• 
months) while the HO• lifetimes tend to be short (less than 
an hour). The two species, therefore, have characteristic 
ozone depletion signatures that might be seen in the observa- 
tional data. 

The relatively sharp decreases in ozone observed during 
the initial hours of the August 1972 SPEs, illustrated in 
Figure 5, are mainly attributed to the HOx species, while the 
long-term depletion is probably caused by the NOx. The 1971 
SPEs indicate ozone depletions only during the events and 
thus are probably due to the HO• species. 

The ozone depletion induced by solar proton produced 
NOx has been discussed extensively in the literature [Crutzen 
et al., 1975; Frederick, 1976; Reid et al., 1976; Borucki et al., 
1978; Heaps, 1978; Fabian et al., 1979; Reagan et al., 1981; 
Solomon and Crutzen, 1981; Rusch et al., 1981]. In Figure 6 
theoretical results are compared with the measured percent- 
age ozone decrease as a function of altitude averaged over 
the period August 14-19 and adjusted for the normal season- 
al variation. The HO• effects should have died away by this 
time but transport effects should still be negligible. The 
theortical calculations plotted in Figure 6 were made by 
Rusch et al. [ 1981 ] for the August 1972 SPEs. These theoreti- 
cal calculations for 8 days from the beginning of the SPEs are 
taken from Figure 7 (model A) of the Rusch et al. paper. The 
theortical curve agrees well with the experimental curve, 
only shifted verticaly by about 1 km. In general, therefore, 
the initial ozone depletion due to the NOx seems to be fairly 

well understood. The subsequent mixing and transport of the 
enhanced NO• and depleted 03 air mass from the polar 
latitudes into the middle latitudes deserves further study 
with more sophisticated models [Reagan et al., 1981]. 

We do not consider this NO• transport problem but 
instead focus our theoretical work on the more immediate 

problem of explaining the HO• induced ozone depletion 
signature of the 1971 SPEs. Several papers are in the 
literature concerning ozone depletion resulting from the HOx 
species produced during SPEs [Swider and Keneshea, 1973; 
Frederick, 1976; Swider et al., 1978; Heaps, 1978; Crutzen 
and Solomon, 1980; Solomon et al., 1981]. These papers 
concentrate on the HO•-induced ozone depletions in the 
mesosphere. Our data for the January 1971 SPE (Figure 3) 
show a substantial depletion of ozone at the 1-mbar level 
(approximately 50 km). Large decreases in ozone near 70 km 
are relatively easy to justify from moderate SPEs, but large 
decreases at 50 km are very d'tfficult to justify. 

6. PHOTOCHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL RESULTS 

Since the atmosphere is fairly close to .steady state at 50 
km we have constructed a simple photochemical equilibrium 
model for that altitude by using the equations given in the 
appendix and the reactions and their rates given in Table 1. 
At 50 km altitude'there is an equilibrium between destruction 
of 03 through photolysis 

03 + h v--•02+ O 

or 

03 + hv• O2(IA) + O(ID) 

and production of 0 3 through recombination 

O2 + O + M--• O3 + M 

Because of the significance of O in the formation of 03, loss 
of O is the same as loss of 03. 

The most important HO• catalytic cycle for O• (O and 03) 
destruction is the following' 
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TABLE 1. Reactions and Their Rates Used in the Photochemical 

Equilibrium Model 

Reaction Rate 

O2+ hv'->O + O 
03 + h v.-• 02 + O 
03 + hv--• 02 (Ia) + O(1D) 
H20 + hv--> H + OH 
NO2 + by--> NO + O 
HO2 + hv--• OH + O 
HCI + hv--• H + CI 
HOCI + hv--• OH + CI 

O + 02 + M'-> O3 + M 
O + 03 •> 02 + 02 
OH + O--• O2 + H 
OH + 03 '-> 02 + HO2 
HO2 + O--> 02 + OH 
HO2 + 03 '-> 02 + 02 + OH 
OH + HO2--> 02 + H20 
NO2 + O---• 02 + NO 
NO + 03 '-• 02 + NO2 
O(1D) + H20--• OH + OH 
O(1D) + N2--• O + N2 
O(1D) + O2'• O + 02 
Cl + 03--• CIO + 02 
CIO + O--• Cl + 02 
OH + HCI--• H20 + Cl 
Cl + HO2--> HCI + 02 
HO2 + CIO--• HOCI + 02 
CI + CH4--• HCI + CH3 

J1 -- 5.98 x 10 -10' 
J2 = 4.07 x 10 -4 
J3 = 3.51 x 10 -3 
J4 = 3.96 x 10 -9 
J5 = 1.05 x 10 -2 
J6 = 3.94 x 10 -4 
J7 = 2.06 x 10 -7 
J8 = 2.80 x 10 -4 
k• = 6.2 x 10 -34 (T•'/300) -2 
k2 = 1.5 x 10 -11 exp (-2218/T) 
k 3 -- 4.0 x 10 -ll 
k4 = 1.6 x 10 -12 exp (-940/T) 
ks = 3.5 x 10 -11 
k6 = l.l x 10 -14 exp (-580/T) 
k7 = 4.0 x 10 -ll 
ks = 9.3 x 10 -12 
k9 = 2.3 x 10 -12 exp (-1450/T) 
klo = 2.3 x 10 -lø 
kll = 2.0 X 10 -l• exp (107/T) 
k•2 = 2.9 x 10 -•l exp (67/T) 
kl3 = 2.8 x 10 -ll exp (-257/T) 
kl4 = 7.7 x 10 -ll exp (-130/T) 
kl• = 2.8 x 10 -12 exp (-425/T) 
kit -- 4.5 x 10 -ll 
kl7 = 5.2 x 10 -12 
kla = 9.9 x 10 -12 exp (-1359/T) 

All rates except photodissociation rates come from Hudson and 
Reed [1979]. 

*The values reported for the photodissociation rates refer to a sun 
angle of 75 ø and at an altitude of 50 km. The units are in s -1. 

tTemperature T is in degrees Kelvin. Rate coefficients for two- 
body reactions are in cm 3 s-1; the values for the three-body 
reactions are in cm 6 s -•. 

O + OH--• H + O2 
H + 02 d- M--• H O2 + M 
O + HO2 '-• OH + 02 

net: O + O--• 02 

Other major loss schemes for Ox are due to the Chapman 
mechanism and catalytic cycles with NOx and Clx species. 
By using a temperature of 277øK (60 ø latitude summer, Cira 
(1972)) and fixing several species (H20, NO, CH4, HC1, 
HOC1, M, N2, and O2), the species 03, O(3p), O(1D), OH, 

HO2, NO2, C10, and C1 were all solved self-consistently and 
are given in column A of Table 2. In this case the individual 
loss terms for Ox (from (A3) of the appendix) and their values 
in (cm -3 s -1) are 

2k2 [O] [03] = 3.31 x l06 

2k3 [OH] [O] = 5.60 x 106 

2k8 [NO2] [O] = 6.15 x 105 

2k14 [CIO] [O] = 4.90 x 10 5 

The largest loss term for the Ox species is that due to the 
HOx species, while the second largest is that due to the 
Chapman mechanism. The NOx and Clx (C1 and C10) species 
account for only about 11% of the Ox loss term. 

The HOx species are self-regulating with the reaction 

OH + HO2--> H20 + 02 

being the major means of destruction at 50 km. Any increase 
in HOx speeds up this reaction and shortens the HOx 
species' lifetimes. 

The HOx species are produced in two major ways, either 
by the reaction 

H20 + O(1D)--> 2OH 

or through photolysis 

H20 + h v--• H + OH 

In the case of photochemical equilibrium at 50 km, the HOx 
production in units of (cm -3 s -1) for these two paths are 

2klo[H20] [O(1D)] = 2.58 x 104 

and 

2Jn[H20] = 2.75 x 103 

During an SPE HOx is produced when solar protons 
produce positive ions which in turn produce ion water 
clusters along with H and OH. Most of the positive ions 
result in the formation of two HOx species apiece at least up 
to 70 km [Frederick, 1976; Crutzen and Solomon, 1980]. 
Above 75 km the HOx species produced per positive ion 
depend quite strongly on the ionization rate and the duration 

TABLE 2. Species' Number Densities for the Null SPE Case 

Species A B C D E 

03 8.18 + 10' 8.40 + 10 7.74 + 10 7.62 + 10 6.51 + 10 
O(3p) 4.06 + 9 4.17 + 9 3.84 + 9 4.03 + 9 3.70 + 9 
O(1D) 4.03 + 2 4.14 + 2 3.81 + 2 3.75 + 2 3.51 + 2 
OH 1.73 + 7 1.77 + 7 1.30 + 7 1.94 + 7 1.49 + 7 

HO2 2.02 + 7 2.07 + 7 1.50 + 7 1.80 + 7 1.40 + 7 
NO2 8.15 + 6 8.19 + 6 8.06 + 6 9.38 + 6 8.04 + 6 
CIO 1.25 + 6 ............ 
CI 2.70 + 5 ............ 
H20 1.39 + 11 1.39 + 11 3.80 + 10 1.39 + 11 3.80 + 10 
NO 3.80 + 8 3.80 + 8 3.80 + 8 3.97 + 8 3.77 + 8 

CH4 7.59 + 9 ...... 5.94 + 9 5.13 + 9 
HCI 3.80 + 7 ............ 
HOCI 5.06 + 5 ............ 
M 2.53 + 16 2.53 + 16 2.53 + 16 2.53 + 16 2.53 + 16 

N2 2.00 + 16 2.00 + 16 2.00 + 16 2.00 + 16 2.00 + 16 
0 2 5.33 + 15 5.33 + 15 5.33 + 15 5.33 + 15 5.33 + 15 

In cm -3. Columns A-C show those used in the photochemical equilibrium model, and columns D 
and E show those used in the one-dimensional time-dependent model at 50 km altitude. 

'8.18 + 10 means 8.18 x 10 'ø 
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Fig. 8. The percentage ozone decrease as a function of the ion pair 
production at I mbar (50 km). The plus sign represents the ozone 
decrease observed at the maximum ionization rate of the January 
1971 SPE. The solid line presents the results, using regular chemis- 
try and reasonable H20 concentration, in the photochemical equilib- 
rium model. The dashed line presents the results, using modified 
chemistry and low H20 concentration, in the photochemical equilib- 
rium model. 

not result in substantial changes in the photochemical equi- 
librium model results.) 

Omission of the chlorine chemistry gave ozone decreases 
less than 2% higher than those observed with the inclusion of 
the chlorine chemistry (at an lp = 1.2 x 103 cm -3 S -1 the 
Ozone decrease equals 1.53% including chlorine chemistry 
and equals 1.50% without including chlorine chemistry). The 
species' densities for this case are presented in column B of 
Table 2. A plot of the percentage of ozone decrease as a 
function of the Ip without including chlorine chemistry 
would be virtually indistinguishable from the solid line of 
Figure 8, and thus it is not plotted. Since this change is not 
substantial and the omission of the chlorine simplified the 
chemistry a great deal, all subsequent calculations are com- 
pleted without the use of any chlorine species. 

Because of the large discrepancy between the theory and 
atmospheric observations, we completed a sensitivity study 
to detemine which parameters were most influential in 
determining the eventual ozone decrease due to the HOx 
species. The reaction rates k3, ks, k7, the H20 concentration, 
and the solar zenith angle all have a large influence on the 
eventual decrease in ozone resulting from the SPEs. An 
increase in k3 results in an increase in the loss of Ox due to 
the HOx species (see (A3)). An increase in ks results in an 
increase in OH with respect to HO2 (see (AS)) and, there- 
fore, in an increase in the HOx term in (A3). A decrease in k7 
results in a reduction of HOx specie loss. The effect of this is 
an increase in the HOx species since (A16) is rewritten 
without chlorine chemistry as 

of the SPE [Solomon et al., 1981]. Since we are mainly 
concerned with the upper stratospheric and lower meso- 
spheric region in this paper, we assume that S•io• = 2 lp, 
where lp is the ionization rate and S•io• is the HOx produc- 
tion rate. Therefore, at 50 km the lp must have a value of a 
few thousand ion pairs cm -3 s -1 or the Si•o• must have a 
value of several thousand ion pairs cm -3 s -1 for there to be a 
substantial change in the HOx and 03 concentrations due to 
an SPE. 

Using the particle energy deposition approach discussed 
in Jackman et al. [1980] with the IMP 6 particle fluxes from 
Natural Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [1971], 
we calculated the hourly ion pair production due to the 
January 1971 SPE. This ion pair production is given in 
Figure 7 for the January 1971 SPE. The maximum ionization 
rate for this event is 9.5 x 102 cm -3 s -I at 50 km and 1.2 x 
103 cm -3 s -I at 55 km. Even if we assume that the ionization 
rate of 1.2 x 103 cm -3 s -1 really occurs at 50 km, this still 
only results in an S•IOx value of 2.4 x 103 cm -3 s -l, which is 
small in comparison with the ambient HOx production rate of 
2.86 x 104 cm -3 s -l. An ozone decrease of 1.5% at 50 km 

results from the use of this S•io• value in the photochemical 
equilibrium model' in contrast with the approximately 25% 
ozone decrease observed. 

We calculated the ozone decrease resulting from a number 
of different values of Ip and present those calculations with 
the solid curve in Figure 8. Decreases in ozone of the 
magnitude observed during the January 1971 SPE would 
require values of lp greater than 7 x 103 cm -3 s -l. 

Since values of I• of this magnitude are unrealistic for the 
January 1971 SPE, we focused our attention on the photo- 
chemical equilibrium model and its input. (Recent recom- 
mended changes in reaction rates [DeMore et al., 1981] do 

1/2 

[OH] = [2klo [H20] [O(1D)] + 2J4 [H20] + SHOx 1 2k7R 

A decrease in the H20 concentration reduces the subsequent 
ambient HOx production given by 2kl0 [H20] [O(ID)] and 2J4 
[H20] and thus increases the influence of the SPE. An 
increase in the solar zenith angle has the same effect as a 
decrease in the H20 concentration. Increasing the solar 
zenith angle leads to a decrease in the O(ID) concentration 
and to a decrease in the J4 and, consequently, increases the 
influence of the SPE. Since the Nimbus 4 satellite observed 

at a relatively constant solar zenith angle in the polar 
regions, its value was not changed in the following calcula- 
tion. 

We adjusted k3, ks, k7, and the H20 concentration to their 
limits of believability in an attempt to reproduce the ob- 
served ozone depletion. The reaction rate k3 was changed 
from 4.0 x 10 -ll cm 3 s -I to 6.5 x 10 -li cm 3 s -l, ks from 3.5 
X 10 -11 cm 3 S -1 to 5.7 x 10 -11 cm 3 S -l, and k7 from 4.0 x 
10 -ll cm 3 s -1 to 1.9 x 10 -ll cm 3 s -1, approximately corre- 
sponding to 1 standard deviation changes that were enumer- 
ated in Hudson and Reed [ 1979], and the H20 concentration 
was changed from 5.5 to 1.5 ppmv, certainly lower than any 
rocket observation at 50 km [Hudson and Reed, 1979]. 
These changes were made in the photochemical equilibrium 
model, and calculations were redone. This produced the 
species' densities given in column C of Table 2 as well as the 
dashed curve given in Figure 8. The level of ozone destruc- 
tion at an ionization rate of 1.2 x 103 cm -3 s -l is 6.2%, 
which is still lower than the 25% observed. Further unrealis- 

tic changes in k3, ks, k7, and the H20 concentration can give 
the ozone depletions observed, but there is no justification 
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Fig. 9. A comparison of measured ozone depletion during the 
January 1971 SPE with theoretical results at I mbar (50 km). The 
observed and lower limit ozone depletions derived from the B UV 
observations are represented by the solid circles connected by 
straight lines. The solid curve represents a time-dependent model 
calculation with both SPE NOx and HOx production, while the 
dashed curve represents a similar calculation with only SPE HOx 
production. The dashed-dotted curve represents a time-dependent 
model calculation with SPE HOx production, modified chemistry, 
and low H20 concernration. Time is given in day:hour (GMT). 

for these adjustments. In fact Turco et at. [ 1981] suggest that 
on the basis of recent chemical kinetic data the reaction rate 

k7 may be larger than 4.0 x 10- • cm 3 s-•, at least at high 
pressures. 

7. TIME-DEPENDENT MODEL RESULTS 

Although the photochemical equilibrium model does pro- 
vide some insight into the controlling factors of the HOx - 
Ox chemistry, it is an unrealistic model of the atmosphere. 
The atmosphere is certainly not steady state during an SPE. 
The SPE ionization rate changes with time (see Figure 7); 
consequently, the SHOx changes with time. Even with a 
constant SHOx rate, the atmosphere requires several hours to 
come to equilibrium. There are many reactions that have 
been neglected; among them are several inter-family reac- 
tions such as 

HO2 + NO--• NO2 + OH 

as well as others that are listed in Johnston and Podolske 

[1978]. 
To cope with these problems, we used the one-dimension- 

al time-dependent model described in Herman [1979] adjust- 
ed to a latitude of 60 ø. Temperature and N2 and O2 profiles 
were taken from Cira (1972) for 60øN August at altitudes 
from 40 to 100 km. Since the SPE HOx perturbation is an 

upper stratospheric phenomenon in the January 1971 SPE, 
we did not go lower than 40 km with the model. All other 
species, solar fluxes, reaction rates, and photoabsorption 
cross sections were the same as those given in Herman 
[1979] with two exceptions: first, the reaction rates and 
photoabsorption cross sections were updated to those of 
Hudson and Reed [1979], and, second, the chlorine speci•es 
were omitted for the reasons pointed out in the discussion of 
the photochemical equilibrium model. Although the chlorine 
species become quite important in the ozone chemistry 
below 50 kin, we are mainly concerned with the altitude 
regime at 50 km and above, where their effect is negligible. 
During normal conditions the ozone profiles resulting from 
the use of this model are within 20% of the observed Nimbus 

4 profiles for the altitude range 40-55 km. At 50 km the 
calculated 03 mixing ratio is 5.0/zgm/gm (7.6 x 10 •ø cm -3) 
compared with the 4.3/zgm/gm (6.6 x 10 lø cm -3) observed. 
Other species and their densities are given in column D of 
Table 2. 

In Figure 9 we show the percentage ozone decrease at 1 
mbar (---50 km) as a function of time during the $PE of 
January 1971. The solid circles give the decrease we calcu- 
late from the BUV measurements. The smaller experimental 
value at each time of observation results from the use of the 

dashed line in Figure 3, while the larger experimental value 
results from the use of the solid line. The vertical solid lines 

connecting the two circles give an indication of the range of 
uncertainty in the observational points. 

For comparison we calculate the change in ozone that 
current chemistry would predict from proton produced HO•. 
We use the ion production profiles given in Figure 7 for the 
January 1971 SPE to calculate the HO• production profiles. 
Saox = 2I•, is used at all altitudes. This is a good approxima- 
tion at altitudes below 75 km; at altitudes above 75 km this 
assumption results in an upper limit HO• specie production. 

We assume a constant solar zenith angle of 75 ø, which is 
close to that observed by the Nimbus 4 sateBite. The dashed 
line in Figure 9 is the result of this calculation at 50 km. Note 
that on January 25, 1971 at 1200 GMT the theortical results 
are about an order of magnitude smaller than the experimen- 
tal results, 2.4% versus about 25%. (A similar calculation 
with the November 1969 SPE, in which Weeks et at. [1972] 
observed a 40% depletion at 52 km, resulted in a maximum 
ozone decrease of 2.7% at 50 m.) The percentage 03 and 
HO• species change are given in Figure 10 by the solid 
curves. This is the change occurring when the SPE is at its 
maximum intensity. In both 03 and HO•, the maximum 
change occurs at about the 70-73 km level. 

Could the additional ozone decrease have been caused by 
the NO• produced by the January 1971 SPE? We included 
this proton NO• production in our calculations. The NO• 
production rate in the stratosphere and mesosphere has been 
set equal to a variety of values ranging from 0.33 up to 2.5 
NO• species per ion pair [Warneck, 1972; Brasseur and 
Nicotet, 1973; Crutzen et at., 1975; Porter et at., 1976; 
Frederick, 1976; Heaps, 1978; Fabian et at., 1979; Solomon 
and Crutzen, 1981; Rusch et at., 1981]. This production rate 
varies with the altitude and with the intensity and duration of 
$PE [Rusch et at., 1981]; however, for an event the size of 
the January 1971 SPE the NO• production rate is relatively 
constant with altitude and time in the stratosphere and 
mesosphere. We set the production rate equal to 1.25 NO 
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Fig. 10. Percentre ozone and HO, species change at the maximum intensity of the Janu• 197l SPE. Ozone is 
shown as a decrease and HO, as an increase. The solid cu•cs present the results, using rcgul• chc•st• and 
reasonable H•O concentration, in the time-dependent model. The dashed cu•cs present the results, using modified 
chcmist• and low H•O concentration, in the time-dependent model. 

molecules per ion pair in this calculation [Jackman et al., 
1979]. The time dependent model with both NOx and HOx 
produced by the SPE gave the solid curve in Figure 9. The 
added effect of the NO• production is quite small although its 
ozone destruction persists longer than that due to HO•. This 
is expected because of the longer lifetime of the NO• species 
in comparison with the HO• species. 

Following our work with the photochemical equilibrium 
model, we also made an upper limit calculation. The reaction 
rates k3, ks, and k7, and the H20 concentration were all 
modified in the same manner as described earlie• for the 

photochemical equilibrium mode. The ambient species den- 
sities resulting are all given in column E of Table 2. We 
computed the resulting 03 decrease from the January 1971 
SPE and represent these results with the dash-dot curve in 
Figure 9. The maximum 03 and HOx changes are again at the 
maximum intensity of the SPE and are given by the dashed 
lines in Figure 10. Again, the maximum 03 decrease occurs 
around the 70-kin level. At 50 km this modified chemistry 
model came closer to reproducing the undisturbed ozone 
concentration (see Figure 10), but the depletion predicted is 
still a factor of about 3 less than the observational values, 
8.2% versus about 25%. Thus, even with the HO• specie 
production and 03 influence taken to this unrealistic ex- 
treme, the observed ozone destruction cannot be duplicated. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

We have deduced ozone profiles during the solar proton 
events of January and September 1971 and August 1972 after 
correcting the BUV measured radiances for the direct effects 
of the protons on the instrument. Following the August 1972 
SPEs we observe a long-term ozone depletion, lasting at 
least a month, in both northern and southern polar regions. 
This is explained as catalytic. destruction of ozone by NO• 
produced during the SPE. The long-term ozone depletion 
following the August 1972 SPEs is very clear and cannot be 
questioned on particle contamination grounds. Short-term 
ozone decreases, which we attribute to HO•, are observed 
during the January 1971 SPE, even when a conservative 
upper limit proton correction is made. The HO•-produced 

ozone depletion appears to be real and agrees with the 
Weeks et al. [1972] observation, but its magnitude is some- 
what questionable because of instrument contamination. 
The ozone decreases in the 1971 SPEs could only be due to 
species with fairly short lifetimes, such as fhe HOx species 
produced during the SPEs. But use of present chemistry and 
HOx production rates do not result in the ozone decreases of 
the magnitude observed in the upper stratosphere. In fact, at 
50 km the ozone decrease calculated by theory is an order of 
magnitude lower than that observed during the January 1971 
SPE. An observation of an SPE by the SBUV instrument on 
the recently launched Nimbus-7 satellite will, it is hoped, 
confirm our results, since SBUV is insensitive to particles. 

APPENDIX. PHOTOCHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 

Table 1 contains all the reactions used in this photochemi- 
cal model. At 50 km altitude the main contributions to the 

production and loss of Ox (O(3p), O(•D), and 03) can be 
written as [see, for example, Johnston and Podolske, 1978; 
Anderson et al., 1980] 

d[Ox] 
= P(Ox) - L(Ox) (A1) 

dt 

where the production 

and the loss 

P(O•) = 2J•[O2] (A2) 

L(Ox) = 2k210][O3] -t- 2k31OH][O] 

+ 2ks[NO2][O] + 2k•4[CIO][O] (A3) 

Unless otherwise noted [O] refers to O(3p). In photochemi- 
cal equilibrium P(Ox) = L(O•) so that 

[O] = J• [O2] (A4) 
k2103] + k3[OH] + ks[NO2] + k•4[CIO] 

The production and loss of ozone can be written in a similar 
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manner such that REFERENCES 

P(O3) = k•[O][O2][M] (A5) 

and 

L(O3) = (J2 + J3)[O3] (A6) 

Assuming photochemical equilibrium and by using (A4), 
(A5), and (A6) gives us a quadratic equation for (03) that is 
easily solved. 

[O312k2(J2 + J3) + [O3]{(J2 + J3)(k3[OH] 

+ ks[NO2] + k•4[C10])} - J•k•[O•]•[M] = 0 (A7) 

Other constituents are related to each other following a 
similar procedure. 

[HO:] = R[OH] (A8) 

with 

{k310] + k4103]} 
R = (A9) 

{k510] + k6103] + J6} 

J3103] 
[O(•D)] = (A10) 

k•[N2] + k•2102] 

k9103][NO] 
[NO2] = (A11) 

ks[O] + J5 

k13[C1][O3] 
[CIO] = (A12) 

k1410] 

k•s[OH][HC1] 
[C1] = (A13) 

k•6[HO2] + k•s[CH4] 

We assume that the SPE will add Si•ox to the HOx 
production. The production and loss of the HOx species are 
thus written 

P(HOx) = 2k•o[H20][O(•D)] + 2J4[H20] 

+ J7[HCI] + Js[HOC1] + $I-iOx (A14) 

L(HOx) = 2k71OH][HO2] + k•s[OH][HC1] 

+ k•6[C1][HO2] + k•7[HO2][C10] (A15) 

An easily solved quadratic equation is found for [OH] 
when (A8), (A14), and (A15) are used. 

[OH]22k7R + [OH]{k•s[HC1] + k•6R[C1] + k•7R[C10]} 

- 2k•o[H20][O(•D)] - 2J4[H20] - J7[HC1] 

ß Js[HOC1] - SI-iO• = 0 (A16) 
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